
Little Masters 
Monday, June 14 ages 6-8 
Young kids will look at some of the works of the Great Masters of art 
to learn their basic styles and techniques. Dress for the mess! 

 

Junior Naturalist 
Tuesday, June 15 ages 9-12 

Older students will learn observation techniques, sketching, and 
identification of plants and animals. They will also make leaf and fish 
prints, start a nature journal and dissect owl pellets! 

 

Art for Small Hands  
Wednesday, June 16 ages 6-8 

Little ones will enjoy this hand-on class that explores many different 
forms of art—clay play, watercolor, painting, mosaics, and more!  

Dress for the mess. 
 

Feathered Friends  
Monday, June 21 ages 6-8 

What makes a bird different from other creatures? How do their 
adaptations help them to survive? Take a closer look at our feathered 
friends, the original Tweeters. 
 

What Remains Behind  
Tuesday, June 22  ages 9-12 
After animals have passed by, they leave traces of themselves—tracks, 
skins, and bones. In this class, students will learn to identify bones, put 
together a skeleton, and make a plaster animal track cast. 

 

Slimy or Scaly?  
Wednesday, June 23 ages 6-8  
How are reptiles and amphibians different? Younger students will 

learn the facts with games, art activities, and even a live snake! 
 

Slimy or Scaly for Big Kids  
Thursday, June 24, ages 9-12 

Same topic, but for older kids. 
 

Opossums Are Awesome!  
Monday, June 28  ages 6-8 

Opossums are North America’s only marsupial, and that makes them 
special! From prehensile tails to “playing possum,” younger students 
will learn what makes these ancient animals such unique critters. 
 

Crime Scene  
Friday, June 29 ages 9-12 
During this forensic science class, students will learn how experts work 
crime scenes, including looking at fingerprints, dental patterns, and 
other techniques. 

SH-SH-SH-SHARK! 
Wednesday, June 30 ages 6-8 

In this not-too-scary class, younger kids will learn about the 

mysterious and often misunderstood world of ocean predators. 
 

Crawling Critters  
Monday, July 12 ages 6-8 

What lives under logs and in the wildflowers? Bugs, of course! Kids will 

learn to identify some bugs, play games, & make a butterfly life cycle. 
 

Dinosaur Country 
Monday, July 19 ages 6-8 

Full speed ahead into Dinosaur Country, in this look at everyone’s 

favorite extinct creatures. The simulated dino dig is always a high 

point for this popular class. 
 

Owl Be Seeing You 
Wednesday, July 21 ages 6-8 

Who, who, who are you? Did you know that an owl’s eyes are fixed in 

its eye sockets?  Learn more and other fascinating owl facts. 
 

Build It! 
Thursday, July 22 ages 9-12 
Older kids will learn fundamentals of architecture and design, and will 
compete in several building block challenges. How high can they build 
a tower before it all comes toppling down? 
 

Nature Crafts 
Monday, July 26 ages 6-8 
This entertaining class for the young ones focuses on making projects 
out of common outdoor materials, or things with a natural history 
theme. 
 

Oh, Yuck! 
Tuesday, July 27 ages 9-12 
To put it bluntly, this is a class about gross stuff--slugs, maggots, yucky 
smells, scabs, and other things kids love! Lots of hands-on activities to 
go with this unusual class. 
 

Going Batty 
Wednesday, July 28 ages 6-8 
What’s the only mammal that can truly fly? A bat! Do they fly in your 
hair? No! Do they such your blood? Sometimes! Learn more about 
these unusual little critters in this fun class. 

 
 
 

  

$25 per camp 
All camps run from 2:30-5:00 PM 

 

Registration fee of $25 per child, per class,  

is due at registration. Cancellations must be 

received 72 hours ahead of the class  

for a refund. 

 
PAYMENT METHODS: 

Please contact Robin Person  
for registration and payment 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 

Cash (no checks) 
 

 

OutsideIN MS, LLC 
662-515-0490 

rsperson@bellsouth.net 
112 N. Commerce St.,  
Natchez, MS, 39120 

www.outsideinms.com 
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2021 

OutsideIN MS 

 SUMMER of 

DISCOVERY  
Join us at OutsideIN MS this summer as we explore, play, and create at our inaugural SUMMER of DISCOVERY Camps. With programs focusing on 
everything from art and architecture to the natural world, our SUMMER of DISCOVERY Camps provide an exciting range of activities.  
 

Camps are tailored to a specific age range so that children can explore new skills on their level. Younger kids will look at the wondrous world of 
snakes and bugs, and learn the basics of art and art history. Older kids are invited to become junior naturalists, architects, or scientists while 
studying forensics, bones, footprints, and even a little “gross-ology! 
 

All classes are $25, run from 2:30-5:00 PM, and take place at OutsideIN MS, 112 N. Commerce St., in downtown Natchez. 
Snacks and drinks are provided during each 2 ½ hour camp. 

 


